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In a time of inflation and all-round economic uncertainty, consumers  are cautious  with how they spend their discretionary income. Legacy pay TV
and s treaming services  provide more economical entertainment alternatives . Image credit: Parks  Associates
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New research by Parks Associates shows that 23 percent of users of ad-supported over-the-top (OTT) services click
on viewed ads, and from there, just as many users regularly make purchases based on those ads.

The report, titled "Ad-Based OTT: Growth in FAST and AVOD Services, looks at the preferences of consumers who
watch ad-based content, as well as factors that drive the growth of ad-based online video. It will feature as part of the
6  annual "Future of Video" conference.

"Now, 37 million U.S. Internet households use at least one advertising-based OTT streaming service," said Alan
Bullock, Sr., contributing analyst at Parks Associates, in a statement.

"Hybrid models, especially when AVOD or FAST are included, enable quick customer acquisition and a 'try before
you buy' experience with the content offering," he said. "Advertisers can reach many people, and consumers can get
a lot of free content."

Parks Associates is a woman-owned and led market research and consulting company.

Video gaga
In a time of inflation and all-round economic uncertainty, consumers are cautious with how they spend their
discretionary income. Legacy pay TV and streaming services provide more economical entertainment alternatives.

The "Future of Video" conference will be held Dec. 12-14 in Marina Del Rey, CA.

Industry leaders such as Domenic DiMeglio, chief marketing officer of Paramount Streaming, and Daniel Rausch,
vice president of entertainment devices and services at Amazon will be among the keynote speakers.

"Ad-supported streaming services should strive to be more than simply traditional TV on the Internet," Mr. Bullock
said. "This is a time for thoughtful data-justified innovation, building a better experience than the living room TV of
the past could ever offer."
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